Abstract. During laparoscopic surgery, context-aware assistance systems aim to alleviate some of the difficulties the surgeon faces. To ensure that the right information is provided at the right time, the current phase of the intervention has to be known. Real-time locating and classification the surgical tools currently in use are key components of both an activity-based phase recognition and assistance generation. In this paper, we present an image-based approach that detects and classifies tools during laparoscopic interventions in real-time. First, potential instrument bounding boxes are detected using a pixel-wise random forest segmentation. Each of these bounding boxes is then classified using a cascade of random forest. For this, multiple features, such as histograms over hue and saturation, gradients and SURF feature, are extracted from each detected bounding box. We evaluated our approach on five different videos from two different types of procedures. We distinguished between the four most common classes of instruments (LigaSure, atraumatic grasper, aspirator, clip applier) and background. Our method succesfully located up to 86% of all instruments respectively. On manually provided bounding boxes, we achieve a instrument type recognition rate of up to 58% and on automatically detected bounding boxes up to 49%. To our knowledge, this is the first approach that allows an image-based classification of surgical tools in a laparoscopic setting in real-time.
Introduction
The goal of a computer-assisted surgery system is to compensate some of the drawbacks typical to laparoscopy by e.g. providing assistance during navigation. To ascertain what information is currently required, the system has to be context-aware. This can be accomplished by activity-based phase recognition [6] [8] [5] [11] . Commonly, these approaches are based on surgical activities, which generally consist of a tool, an action and an anatomical structure. One or more given activities can then be used to deduce the current phase of an intervention.
Such a method requires that the surgical tools currently in use have to be located and identified in real-time. The problem of image-based instrument detection is well known and different approaches can be found in literature [1] [12] [14] .
Instrument type classification on the other hand is a lesser known problem. In [13] a method for classifying instrument parts, but not explicitly the instrument type, is introduced. [10] introduces a model-based approach for identifying surgical instruments, but does not evaluate the approach on actual surgical videos.
In this paper, we present and evaluate an image-based approach for detecting and classifying instruments during laparoscopic interventions in real-time. Our approach relies solely on laparoscopic images, as they are readily available during surgery. No markers on instruments are required. Using a random forest classifier, potential instrument bounding boxes are located in each image. To identify the type of instrument located in each of these bounding boxes, a cascade of two random forest in combination with multiple features, such as hue, saturation, gradients, and SURF, is used.
To our knowledge, our approach is the first that allows a real-time imagebased classification of surgical tools in a laparoscopic setting.
For evaluating the approach, we use five video recordings from two different types of laparoscopic surgeries.
Methods
An overview of our system for classifying the instruments in a scene can be found in fig. 1 
Mask Generation
Since the circular border common to many laparoscopic images has a similar color as most instruments, it can interfere with color features. As its size and orientation varies from image to image, we have to detect and remove it automatically. This is accomplished by applying a threshold filter (threshold = 3) to a grayscale version of the image and then traversing from each corner of the image along the diagonals towards the center until a non-black pixel is found. The circle is then used to mask the image. 
Instrument Detection
Using a pixel-wise segmentation method, regions of interest that contain surgical instrument candidates are identified. These regions of interest are given in the form of axis-aligned bounding boxes.
Segmentation To localize regions of interest in a surgical scene, a pixel-wise random forest based segmentation method is used [9] . Each pixel in an image is represented through a feature vector consisting of different value from different color spaces, such as RGB, HSV, LAB, opponent and gradient. To train the random forest, laparoscopic images with previously labeled instruments and background are used as input. In order to segment an image in real-time, the random-forest classifier was ported onto GPU. Examples of the resulting segmentations can be seen in fig. 2 .
Bounding Box Extraction
The segmentations are refined with a morphological closing, before locating connected contours. Gaps on the instrument shaft, e.g. due to blood, have to be closed. Here we compute the principal direction of each contour by eigen-decomposition of the covariance matrix of all contour points. Contours that lie in close proximity and share a similar principal direction are fused together. A bounding box is put around each resulting contour and the five largest candidate boxes are passed on to the classification process.
Instrument Identification
For every bounding box, multiple features are extracted. Then, using a cascade of two random forests, each box is classified. Fig. 3 . From gradient, an orientation histogram is computed and then aligned according to the highest peak.
As training data, laparoscopic images annotated with labeled bounding boxes around regions of interest are used.
Image Features To describe the content of a bounding box, we use multiple histogram-based features: hue, saturation, gradient and a PCA/SURF [4] combination. For each hue and saturation, a uniform 10-bin histogram is used.
Using gradient, two histograms are constructed. First, the two sobel operators are applied to the bounding box. The orientation and magnitude of the gradient for each pixel are calculated from the results and used to construct two 5-bin histograms. Each orientation is mapped onto the interval [0
• ] and, to achieve rotation invariance, the bins of the resulting histogram are rotated so that the bin with most entries is at the first position ( fig. 3) . Further, SURF features [2] are detected in each candidate bounding box and subsequently described with the standard descriptor. During training, once each frame has been processed, all descriptors are used to perform a principal component analysis (PCA). Given the n eigenvalues λ i (λ i ≥ λ i+1 ) of the covariance matrix and a parameter α, which determines the amount of variance we want to keep in the data, we compute the numberm of dimensions to keep:
Each SURF descriptor is rotated with the rotation matrix from the PCA and and the firstm dimensions are then retained.
All reduced descriptors are then clustered via k-means. Using the resulting k centers, a histogram with k bins is build by matching each reduced descriptor to the closest center.
Cascading Classification To speed-up the classification process, a cascade of two random forests is used. The first random forest is used to solve the binary problem of determining if a bounding box contains an instrument or not. Only the hue and saturation histogram are used as feature vector, as they can be computed quickly. Boxes that are classified as not containing an instrument with a high probability (threshold β), are discarded.
The remaining boxes are used to train a second random forest, which will determine if the box contains an instrument and distinguish between instrument classes. Here, in addition to hue and saturation histograms, gradient and PCA-SURF histograms are used. During classification, these extra histograms are computed only if the bounding box passes the first cascade.
Experiments and Results
The basis for our evaluation are five laparoscopic videos of two different operation types (two adrenalectomies and three pancreas resections). To evaluate our approach, we distinguish between the four most commonly occurring classes of instruments: LigaSure, atraumatic grasper, aspirator and clip applier. Furthermore, a fifth class for no instrument was added. Apart from the atraumatic grasper, no different instruments of the same type were included in the dataset. For the atraumatic grasper, 3 different instruments were contained in the dataset. We evaluate the accuracy of the detection and identification methods alone as well as the combination. Each of the following experiments was repeated ten times and the results were averaged.
Our method was implemented using C++ and the OpenCV library [3] . The evaluation was performed on a workstation PC with an Intel Core i7-5820K, 16GB of RAM and a NVidia Geforce GTX 970.
Instrument Detection 20 manually selected images from each video (100 overall) were annotated pixel-wise by means of crowd sourcing [7] .
Instrument Identification Two data sets were extracted from the afore mentioned videos. The first data set consists of manually selected frames, here it was ascertained that at least 10 instances of each class from each video were selected. The third pancreas resection is an exception, as it did not contain any instances of the aspirator or the clip applier. For the second data set, 100 frames were taken automatically at a fixed interval from each video. The data sets were labeled by an expert, as we deemed a medical background necessary for selecting the right tool from a single frame. Instrument not listed previously was labeled as unknown. The rate of occurrence of each class can be found in table 1.
Instrument Detection
We evaluated the accuracy of the random-forest segmentation method with a leave-one-surgery-out evaluation. Out of the five available laparoscopic videos, four were used for training and the fifth for testing.
Parameters To train the segmentation method, the following parameters were used: As features for each pixel hue, A and B from the LAB color space, o 1 and o 2 from the opponent color space, and gradient orientation and magnitude are used. For training the random-forest, 50 trees and a maximum depth of 10 were used. As a certainty threshold for the background, 60% was selected. All parameter values were determined empirically through experiment. Results The random forest segmentation achieved a precision of 78%, a recall of 63% and a DICE coefficient of 0.69 on average.
Instrument Detection and Identification
To assesses the accuracy of the detection and identification framework, we performed two experiments on each the two data sets labeled by expert. For each run, a leave-one-surgery-out evaluation was performed, training on the data from four operations and evaluating on the fifth. Set 1 was used for training in every run.
Instrument Identification In the first experiment, the manually provided bounding boxes were classified and the results compared to the labels provided by experts.
Detection and Identification
In the second experiment, the automatically located bounding boxes were classified. For each detected bounding box, the ground truth bounding box with the highest overlap was located. If the ratio of the area of the intersection rectangle of the two bounding boxes and the ground truth bounding box exceeded 40%, we counted the detection as a match and used the annotated label. When no corresponding bounding box could be located in the labeled data, no instrument was used as label. If a found bounding box was labeled as an unknown tool, we counted it as a correct detection, as long as the box was not classified as no instrument.
Parameters For the random forest, 300 trees and a maximum depth of eight were selected. Furthermore, α = 95% and k = 100 were used for the PCA-SURF. During the cascade, β = 60% was used. All parameter values were determined empirically through experiment.
Results In table 2, the number of correctly detected instrument bounding boxes and the number of those correctly identified as a type of instrument (but not necessarily the right type) are listed. The results of the identification method on the manually and automatically selected bounding boxes can be found in tables 3 and 4 respectively, in form of a confusion matrix per set. We also computed the average percentage of correctly identified classes (table 5) . 
Run-time
On average, the instrument detection framework required 45ms (22.2Hz) per frame, while the instrument identification took 30ms (32.5Hz). The times were averaged over 500 runs.
Discussion
In this paper, we presented, to our knowledge, the first approach for a realtime image-based classification of surgical tools in a laparoscopic setting. We are currently able to correctly detect 80% of all instruments in a realistic data set. Furthermore we are able to correctly determine the type of instrument in 48% of all cases in the same data set. Some of the major problems that occur, especially on realistic data, can be seen in fig. 4 . If part of an instrument, e.g. the tip ( fig. 4(a) ), is occluded by tissue or blood, ambiguities are possible, since different types of instrument share a similar shaft and can therefore only be reliably distinguished by the tip. Motion blur ( fig. 4(c) ) can also cause ambiguities. If two instruments overlap ( fig. 4(b) ) they can be detected as one instrument. Further error sources are differences in illumination and white balance, which can vary between different operations, especially if a different optic is used. The most common confusions were between LigaSure, atraumatic grasper and aspirator as they share a similar formed shaft, which, under different lighting conditions, can be difficult to distinguished. Also, when only a small portion of the instrument could be found, either due to occlusions or due to it just entering the field of view, a confusion with the no instrument class was frequent.
As a solution to the majority of these problems, future research will focus on incorporating tracking methods to propagate succesfully detected and identified instruments over time. This would mitigate the effect of occluded instrument tips, assuming the tip was visible in previous frames. A study to determine if incorporating a larger variety in laparoscopic videos during training would increase the detection rate, is planned.
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